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A CONVENIENT COORDINATIZATION OF SIEGEL-JACOBI
DOMAINS
STEFAN BERCEANU
Abstract. We determine the homogeneous Ka¨hler diffeomorphism FC which ex-
presses the Ka¨hler two-form on the Siegel-Jacobi ball DJn = C
n × Dn as the sum of
the Ka¨hler two-form on Cn and the one on the Siegel ball Dn. The classical mo-
tion and quantum evolution on DJn determined by a hermitian linear Hamiltonian
in the generators of the Jacobi group GJ
n
= Hn ⋊ Sp(n,R)C are described by a ma-
trix Riccati equation on Dn and a linear first order differential equation in z ∈ C
n,
with coefficients depending also on W ∈ Dn. Hn denotes the (2n + 1)-dimensional
Heisenberg group. The system of linear differential equations attached to the ma-
trix Riccati equation is a linear Hamiltonian system on Dn. When the transform
FC : (η,W ) → (z,W ) is applied, the first order differential equation in the vari-
able η = (In −WW¯ )
−1(z +Wz¯) ∈ Cn becomes decoupled from the motion on the
Siegel ball. Similar considerations are presented for the Siegel-Jacobi upper half plane
XJn = C
n × Xn, where Xn denotes the Siegel upper half plane.
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1. Introduction
The Jacobi groups [26] are semidirect products of appropriate semisimple real alge-
braic groups of hermitian type with Heisenberg groups [59, 41]. The Jacobi groups are
unimodular, nonreductive, algebraic groups of Harish-Chandra type [50]. The Siegel-
Jacobi domains are nonsymmetric domains associated to the Jacobi groups by the
generalized Harish-Chandra embedding [50, 41], [64] - [66].
The holomorphic irreducible unitary representations of the Jacobi groups based on
Siegel-Jacobi domains have been constructed by Berndt, Bo¨cherer, Schmidt, and Takase
[19, 20], [57] - [59]. Some coherent state systems based on Siegel-Jacobi domains have
been investigated in the framework of quantum mechanics, geometric quantization,
dequantization, quantum optics, nuclear structure, and signal processing [39, 49, 53, 8,
10, 11, 12]. The Jacobi group was investigated by physicists under other names as Hagen
[30], Schro¨dinger [47], or Weyl-symplectic group [62]. The Jacobi group is responsible
for the squeezed states [38, 56, 43, 69, 33] in quantum optics [23, 44, 2, 55, 25].
The Jacobi group has been studied in the papers [8, 10] in connection with the
group-theoretic approach to coherent states [48]. We have attached to the Jacobi group
GJn = Hn⋊Sp(n,R)C coherent states based on Siegel-Jacobi ball D
J
n [10], which, as set,
consists of the points of Cn×Dn. Hn denotes the (2n+1)-dimensional Heisenberg group
and Dn denotes the Siegel ball. The case G
J
1 was studied in [8]. We have determined
the Ka¨hler two-form ωn on D
J
n from the Ka¨hler potential [10] – the logarithm of the
scalar product of two coherent states [7] – and, via the partial Cayley transform, we have
determined the Ka¨hler two-form ω′n on the Siegel-Jacobi upper-half plane X
J
n = C
n×Xn,
where Xn is the Siegel upper half plane [9]. The Ka¨hler two-form ω
′
1 was investigated by
Berndt [18] and Ka¨hler [36, 37], while ωn and ω
′
n have been investigated also by Yang
[65] - [68]. ωn is written compactly as the sum of two terms, one describing the Ka¨hler
two-form on Dn, ωDn, the other one is Tr(A
t(In− W¯W )
−1∧ A¯), where A = d z+dWη¯,
and η = (In −WW¯ )
−1(z +Wz¯), z ∈ Cn,W ∈ Dn [9, 10]. Let us denote by FC the
change of variables FC : Cn ×Dn∋ (η,W )→(z,W ) ∈ D
J
n, z = η −Wη¯. We put this
change of variables in connection with the celebrated fundamental conjecture [60, 24]
on the Siegel-Jacobi ball DJn, as we did in [13, 14] for the Siegel-Jacobi disk D
J
1 . We
also make similar considerations for the Siegel-Jacobi upper half plane XJn.
In [4, 5] we have considered the problem of dequantization of a dynamical system
with Lie group of symmetry G on a Hilbert space H in Berezin’s approach [15, 17] in
the simple case of linear Hamiltonians. Linear Hamiltonians in generators of the Jacobi
group appear in many physical problems of quantum mechanics, as in the case of the
quantum oscillator acted on by a variable external force [27, 51, 35].
What we find out is that the classical motion and quantum evolution on DJn deter-
mined by linear Hamiltonians in the generators of the Jacobi group GJn are described by
a matrix Riccati equation on Dn and a first order coupled linear differential equation
for z ∈ Cn. The nice thing is that via the FC transform, the differential equation
for η˙ does not depend on W ∈ Dn. The variables (η,W ) appear to offer a convenient
parametrization of the Siegel-Jacobi ball. Similar considerations are presented for the
equations of motion on XJn.
In the present paper we extend to GJn our results established in [14] for G
J
1 .
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The paper is laid out as follows. The notation for the Jacobi algebra gJn is fixed in
§2. Starting with some notation on coherent states [48, 7], §3 deals with coherent states
based on DJn [10]. The holomorphic representation [6, 7] of the generators of the Jacobi
group as first order differential operators with polynomial coefficients defined on DJn is
given in §4. It is verified that the differential realization of the generators of sp(n,R)C
has the right hermiticity properties with respect to the scalar product of functions on
Dn - Lemma 2, and similarly for the generators of g
J
n - Lemma 3. In §5 we recall
the expression of ω′n and in Proposition 3 we show that the partial Cayley transform
-the transform which connects DJn and X
J
n - is a Ka¨hler homogenous diffeomorphism.
In Proposition 4 of §6 we determine the FC-transform for the Siegel-Jacobi domains
DJn and X
J
n. The proof is inspired by the paper [36] of Ka¨hler. Corollary 1 expresses
the reproducing kernel and the scalar product in the variables (η,W ) ∈ Cn ×Dn. §7
is devoted to classical motion and quantum evolution on the Siegel-Jacobi domains
determined by hermitian linear Hamiltonians in the generators of the Jacobi group GJn.
The equations of motion are written down explicitly in Proposition 6 in §7.1 and their
integration is discussed in §7.2. Use is made of the methods of [42] to integrate the
matrix Riccati differential equation on manifolds by linearization, previously applied in
[5] in the case of hermitian symmetric spaces. The last two paragraphs in §8 refer to the
Berry phase [52] on DJn and the energy function associated to the Hamiltonian linear
in the generators of the Jacobi group GJn expressed in the variables (η,W ) ∈ C
n ×Dn.
In these variables the energy function is written down as the sum of a real function in
η and one in W .
Notation. We denote by R, C, Z, and N the field of real numbers, the field of
complex numbers, the ring of integers, and the set of non-negative integers, respectively.
Mmn(F) ≅ F
mn denotes the set of all m×n matrices with entries in the field F. Mn1(F)
is identified with Fn. Set M(n,F) = Mnn(F). For any A ∈ M(n,F), A
t denotes the
transpose matrix of A, As = (A + At)/2 and Aa = (A − At)/2. For A ∈ Mn(C), A¯
denotes the conjugate matrix of A and A∗ = A¯t. For A ∈ Mn(C), the inequality A > 0
means that A is positive definite. The identity matrix of degree n is denoted by In and
On denotes the Mn(F)-matrix with all entries 0. We denote by diag(α1, . . . , αn) the
matrix which has the elements α1, . . . , αn on the diagonal and all the other elements
0. If A is a linear operator, we denote by A† its adjoint. We consider a complex
separable Hilbert space H endowed with a scalar product which is antilinear in the first
argument, < λx, y >= λ¯ < x, y >, x, y ∈ H, λ ∈ C \ 0. A complex analytic manifold
is Ka¨hlerian if it is endowed with a Hermitian metric whose imaginary part ω has
dω = 0 [32]. A coset space M = G/H is homogenous Ka¨hlerian if it caries a Ka¨hlerian
structure invariant under the group G [21]. By a Ka¨hler homogeneous diffeomorphism
we mean a diffeomorphism φ : M → N of homogeneous Ka¨hler manifolds such that
φ∗ωN = ωM . Ham(M) denotes the Hamiltonian vector fields on the manifold M . We
use Einstein convention that repeated indices are implicitly summed over. IfW = (w)ij
is a symmetric matrix, we introduce the symbols∇ij = ∇ji = χij
∂
∂wij
, where χij =
1+δij
2
.
In the expression χij
∂
∂wij
of ∇ij no summation is assumed.
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2. The Jacobi algebra gJn
Let hn denotes the (2n+1)-dimensional Heisenberg algebra, isomorphic to the algebra
(2.1) hn =< is1 +
n∑
i=1
(xia
†
i − x¯iai) >s∈R,xi∈C,
where a†i (ai) are the boson creation (respectively, annihilation) operators, which verify
the canonical commutation relations
(2.2) [ai, a
†
j ] = δij ; [ai, aj] = [a
†
i , a
†
j ] = 0.
The displacement operator
(2.3) D(α) := exp(αa† − α¯a) = exp(−
1
2
|α|2) exp(αa†) exp(−α¯a),
verifies the composition rule:
(2.4) D(α2)D(α1) = e
iθh(α2,α1)D(α2 + α1), θh(α2, α1) := ℑ(α2α¯1).
Here we have used the notation αβ = αiβi, where α = (αi)i=1,...,n ∈ C
n.
The composition law of the Heisenberg group Hn is:
(2.5) (α2, t2) ◦ (α1, t1) = (α2 + α1, t2 + t1 + ℑ(α2α¯1)).
If we identify R2n with Cn, (p, q) 7→ α:
(2.6) α = p+ iq, p, q ∈ Rn,
then
ℑ(α2α¯1) = (p
t
1, q
t
1)J
(
p2
q2
)
, where J =
(
On In
−In On
)
.
The Jacobi algebra is the the semi-direct sum gJn := hn ⋊ sp(n,R)C, where hn is an
ideal in gJn, i.e. [hn, g
J
n] = hn, determined by the commutation relations:
[a†k, K
+
ij ] = [ak, K
−
ij ] = 0,(2.7a)
[ai, K
+
kj] =
1
2
δika
†
j +
1
2
δija
†
k, [K
−
kj, a
†
i ] =
1
2
δikaj +
1
2
δijak,(2.7b)
[K0ij , a
†
k] =
1
2
δjka
†
i , [ak, K
0
ij] =
1
2
δikaj .(2.7c)
The generators K0,+,− of sp(n,R)C verify the commutation relations
[K−ij , K
−
kl] = [K
+
ij , K
+
kl] = 0, 2[K
−
ij , K
0
kl] = K
−
il δkj +K
−
jlδki,(2.8a)
2[K−ij , K
+
kl] = K
0
kjδli +K
0
ljδki +K
0
kiδlj +K
0
liδkj ,(2.8b)
2[K+ij , K
0
kl] = −K
+
ikδjl −K
+
jkδli, 2[K
0
ji, K
0
kl] = K
0
jlδki −K
0
kiδlj.(2.8c)
Now we briefly fix the notation concerning the symplectic group. For A ∈ GL(2n,F),
we have (here F is any of the fields R,C): A ∈ Sp(n,F) ↔ AtJA = J . Consequently,
a matrix X ∈ gl(2n,F) is in sp(n,F) iff X tJ + JX = 0. The matrices from sp(n,R) are
also called infinitesimally symplectic or Hamiltonians [46].
We recall also that g ∈ U(n, n) iff gKg∗ = K, where K =
(
In On
On −In
)
.
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We summarize some properties of symplectic and Hamiltonian matrices (cf. [54, 3,
28, 46]; for the characterization of the eigenvalues, see [46, 1, 40, 63]):
Remark 1. a) X is a Hamiltonian matrix iff one of the following equivalent conditions
are fulfilled:
1) X tJ + JX = 0;
2) X = JR, where R ∈M(2n,R) is a symmetric matrix;
3) JX is symmetric;
4) X ∈M(2n,R) has the form
(2.9) X =
(
a b
c −at
)
∈ sp(n,R), b = bt, c = ct, a, b, c ∈M(n,R);
b) If M =
(
a b
c d
)
∈ Sp(2n,R), then the matrices a, b, c, d ∈ M(n,R) have the
properties
atc = cta, btd = dtb, atd− ctb = In;(2.10a)
abt = bat, cdt = dct, adt − bct = In.(2.10b)
c) Under the identification (2.6) of R2n with Cn, we have the correspondence
(2.11) M =
(
a b
c d
)
∈M(2n,R)↔MC = C
−1MC =
(
p q
q¯ p¯
)
, p, q ∈M(n,C),
where
(2.12) C =
(
iIn iIn
−In In
)
, C−1 =
1
2
(
−iIn −In
−iIn In
)
;
2a =p+ q + p¯+ q¯, 2b = i(p¯− q¯ − p+ q),(2.13a)
2c =i(p+ q − p¯− q¯), 2d = p− q + p¯− q¯;(2.13b)
(2.14) 2p = a+ d+ i(b− c), 2q = a− d− i(b+ c).
In particular, to the Hamiltonian matrix (2.9) X we associateXC = C
−1XC ∈ sp(n,R)C=
sp(n,C) ∩ u(n, n),
(2.15) XC =
(
p q
q¯ p¯
)
, p∗ = −p, qt = q,
where
(2.16) 2p = a− at + i(b− c); 2q = a + at − i(b+ c).
The relations inverse to (2.16) are
(2.17) 2a = p+ p¯ + q + q¯; 2b = i(p¯− p+ q − q¯); 2c = i(p + q − p¯− q¯).
Also, we have
(2.18) X ∈ sp(n,R)C iff X = iKH, H
∗ = H, H ∈ M(2n,C).
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d) To every g ∈ Sp(n,R), we associate via (2.11) g 7→ gC ∈ Sp(n,R)C ≡ Sp(n,C) ∩
U(n, n)
(2.19) gC =
(
p q
q¯ p¯
)
,
where the matrices p, q ∈M(n,C) have the properties
pp∗ − qq∗ = In, pq
t = qpt;(2.20a)
p∗p− qtq¯ = In, p
tq¯ = q∗p.(2.20b)
e) The characteristic polynomial of a real Hamiltonian matrix is an even polynomial.
If λ is an eigenvalue of a Hamiltonian matrix with multiplicity k, so are −λ, λ¯,−λ¯ with
the same multiplicity. Moreover, 0, if it occurs, has even multiplicity. If A ∈ sp(n,R)
has distinct eigenvalues λ1, . . . , λn,−λ1, . . . ,−λn, there exists a symplectic matrix S
(possibly complex) such as S−1AS = diag(λ1, . . . , λn,−λ1, . . . ,−λn).
The characteristic polynomial of a symplectic matrix is a reciprocal polynomial. If λ
is an eigenvalue of a real symplectic matrix with multiplicity k, so are and λ−1, λ¯, λ¯−1
with the same multiplicity. Moreover, the multiplicities of the eigenvalues +1 and −1,
if they occur, are even.
3. Coherent states on DJn
In order to fix the notation on coherent states [48], let us consider the triplet (G, π,H),
where π is a continuous, unitary representation of the Lie group G on the separable
complex Hilbert space H.
ForX ∈ g, where g is the Lie algebra of the Lie groupG, let us define the (unbounded)
operator d π(X) on H by d π(X).v := d/d t|t=0 π(exp tX).v, whenever the limit on the
right hand side exists. We obtain a representation of the Lie algebra g on H∞(H∞denotes
the smooth vectors of H), the derived representation, and we denote X.v := d π(X).v
for X ∈ g, v ∈ H∞.
Let us now denote byH the isotropy group. We consider (generalized) coherent states
on complex homogeneous manifolds M ∼= G/H [48]. The coherent vector mapping
is defined locally, on a coordinate neighborhood V0, ϕ : M → H¯, ϕ(z) = ez¯ (cf.
[6, 7]), where H¯ denotes the Hilbert space conjugate to H. The vectors ez¯ ∈ H¯ indexed
by the points z ∈ M are called Perelomov’s coherent state vectors. Explicitly, ez =
exp(
∑
α∈∆+
zαXα)e0, where e0 is the extremal weight vector of the representation π,
∆+ are the positive roots of the Lie algebra g of G, and Xα, α ∈ ∆, are the generators
[48].
The space FH of holomorphic functions is defined as the set of square integrable
functions with respect to the scalar product
(3.1) (f, g)FH =
∫
M
f¯(z)g(z) d νM(z, z¯), d νM(z, z¯) =
ΩM(z, z¯)
(ez¯, ez¯)
.
Here ΩM is the normalized G-invariant volume form
(3.2) ΩM := (−1)
(n2) 1
n!
ω ∧ . . . ∧ ω︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
,
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and the G-invariant Ka¨hler two-form ω on the 2n-dimensional manifold M is given by
(3.3) ω(z) = i
∑
α∈∆+
Gα,β d zα ∧ d z¯β,
(3.4) Gα,β =
∂2
∂zα∂z¯β
log < ez¯, ez¯ >, Gα,β = G¯β,α.
(3.1) is nothing else but Parseval overcompletness identity [16].
Let us now introduce the map Φ : H⋆→ FH ,
(3.5) Φ(ψ) := fψ, fψ(z) = Φ(ψ)(z) = (ϕ(z), ψ)H = (ez¯, ψ)H, z ∈ V0, V0 ⊂M,
where we have identified the space H complex conjugate to H with the dual space H⋆
of H.
Perelomov’s coherent state vectors [48] associated to the group GJn with Lie algebra
the Jacobi algebra gJn, based on the complex N -dimensional (N =
n(n+3)
2
) manifold -
the Siegel-Jacobi ball DJn := Hn/R×Sp(n,R)C/U(n) = C
n×Dn - are defined as [10, 48]
(3.6) ez,W = exp(X)e0, X :=
n∑
i=1
zia
†
i +
n∑
i,j=1
wijK
+
ij , z ∈ C
n;W ∈ Dn.
The non-compact hermitian symmetric space Sp(n,R)C/U(n) admits a matrix real-
ization as a bounded homogeneous domain, the Siegel ball Dn
(3.7) Dn := {W ∈M(n,C) : W =W
t, In −WW¯ > 0}.
Dn is a hermitian symmetric space of type CI (cf. Table V, p. 518, in [32]), identified
with the symmetric bounded domain of type II, RII in Hua’s notation [34].
The vector e0 appearing in (3.6) verifies the relations
(3.8) aieo = 0, i = 1, · · · , n; K
+
ije0 6= 0, K
−
ije0 = 0, K
0
ije0 =
ki
4
δije0, i, j = 1, . . . , n.
In (3.8), e0 = e
H
0 ⊗ e
K
0 , where e
H
0 is the minimum weight vector (vacuum) for the
Heisenberg group Hn with respect to the representation (2.3), while e
K
0 is the extremal
weight vector for Sp(n,R)C corresponding to the weight k in (3.8) with respect to a
unitary representation S, see details in [10].
The following proposition describes the holomorphic action of the Jacobi group on
the Siegel-Jacobi ball and some geometric properties of DJn (cf. [10]):
Proposition 1. Let us consider the action S(g)D(α)ez,W , where g ∈ Sp(n,R)C is of
the form (2.19), (2.20), D(α) is given by (2.3) and the coherent state vector is defined
in (3.6). Then formulas (3.9) hold:
S(g)D(α)ez,W = λez1,W1, λ = λ(g, α; z,W ),(3.9a)
W1 = g ·W = (pW + q)(q¯W + p¯)
−1 = (Wq∗ + p∗)−1(qt +Wpt),(3.9b)
z1 = (Wq
∗ + p∗)−1(z + α−Wα¯),(3.9c)
λ = det(Wq∗ + p∗)−k/2 exp
(
η¯
2
z − η¯1
2
z1
)
exp(iθh(α, η)),(3.9d)
η = (In −WW¯ )
−1(z +Wz¯),(3.9e)
η1 = p(α+ η) + q(α¯ + η¯).(3.9f)
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The action of the Jacobi group GJn on the manifold D
J
n is given by equations (3.9c),
(3.9b). The composition law is
(3.10) (g1, α1, t1) ◦ (g2, α2, t2) =
(
g1 ◦ g2, g
−1
2 · α1 + α2, t1 + t2 + ℑ(g
−1
2 · α1α¯2)
)
,
and if g is as in (2.19), then g ·α := αg is given by αg = p α+q α¯, and g
−1·α = p∗α−qtα¯.
The manifold DJn has the Ka¨hler potential (3.11), f = logK, with K given by (3.14),
f =− k
2
log det(In −WW¯ ) + z¯
t(In −WW¯ )
−1z
+ 1
2
zt[W¯ (In −WW¯ )
−1]z + 1
2
z¯t[(In −WW¯ )W ]z¯.
(3.11)
The Ka¨hler two-form ωn, deduced as in (3.3), G
J
n-invariant to the action (3.9b), (3.9c)
is
−iωn =
k
2
Tr(B ∧ B¯)+Tr(AtM¯ ∧ A¯), A = d z+dWη¯,
B =M dW,M =(In −WW¯ )
−1, η = M(z +Wz¯).
(3.12)
The scalar product K : M × M¯ → C, K(x¯, V¯ ; y,W ) = (ex,V , ey,W )k is:
(ex,V , ey,W )k = det(U)
k/2 expF (x¯, V¯ ; y,W ), U = (In −WV¯ )
−1;
2F (x¯, V¯ ; y,W ) = 2〈x, Uy〉+ 〈V y¯, Uy〉+ 〈x, UWx¯〉.
(3.13)
In particular, the reproducing kernel K = (ez,W , ez,W ) is
(3.14) K = det(M)
k
2 expF,M = (In −WW¯ )
−1,
(3.15) 2F = 2z¯tMz + ztW¯Mz + z¯tMWz¯.
The Hilbert space of holomorphic functions FK associated to the holomorphic kernel K
given by (3.14) is endowed with the scalar product of the type (3.1)
(3.16) (φ, ψ) = Λn
∫
z∈Cn;In−WW¯>0
f¯φ(z,W )fψ(z,W )QK
−1 d z dW,
where the normalization constant Λn is given by (3.17)
(3.17) Λn =
k − 3
2πn(n+3)/2
n−1∏
i=1
(k−3
2
− n+ i)Γ(k + i− 2)
Γ[k + 2(i− n− 1)]
.
and the density of volume given is given by (3.18)
(3.18) Q = det(In −WW¯ )
−(n+2), d z =
n∏
i=1
dℜzi dℑzi; dW =
∏
1≤i≤j≤n
dℜwij dℑwij.
Comparatively with the case of the symplectic group, a shift of p to p − 1/2 in the
normalization constant (4.12) Λn = π
−nJ−1(p) is obtained. We write down the scalar
product (3.16) also as (p = k/2− n− 2)
(3.19) (φ, ψ)=Λn
∫
z∈Cn;W∈Dn
f¯φ(z,W )fψ(z,W )ρ1 d z dW, ρ1=det(In−WW¯ )
p exp−F .
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4. The differential action
Let us consider again the triplet (G, π,H) introduced at the beginning of §3. The
unitarity and the continuity of the representation π imply that i dπ(X)|H∞ is essentially
selfadjoint. Let us denote his image in B0(H
∞) by AM := d π(U(gC)), where B0 denotes
the set of linear oparators with formal adjoint, and U(gC) denotes the universal covering
algebra. If Φ : H∗ → FH is the isometry (3.5), we are interested in the study of the
image ofAM via Φ as subset in the algebra of holomorphic, linear differential operators,
ΦAMΦ
−1 := AM ⊂ DM .
The set DM (or simply D) of holomorphic, finite order, linear differential operators
on M is a subalgebra of homomorphisms HomC(OM ,OM) generated by the set OM
of germs of holomorphic functions of M and the vector fields. We consider also the
subalgebra AM of AM of differential operators with holomorphic polynomial coefficients.
Let U := V0 ⊂M , endowed with the local coordinates (z1, z2, · · · , zn). We set ∂i :=
∂
∂zi
and ∂α := ∂α11 ∂
α2
2 · · ·∂
αn
n , α := (α1, α2, · · · , αn) ∈ N
n. The sections of DM on U are
A : f 7→
∑
α aα∂
αf , aα ∈ Γ(U,O), aα-s being zero except a finite number.
For k ∈ N, let us denote by Dk the subset of differential operators of degree ≤ k.
The filtration of D induces a filtration on A.
Summarizing, we have a correspondence between the following three objects [6, 7]:
(4.1) gC ∋ X 7→X ∈ AM 7→ X ∈ AM ⊂ DM , differential operator on FH.
Moreover, it is easy to see [6] that if Φ is the isometry (3.5), then Φdπ(gC)Φ
−1 ⊆ D1
and we have
(4.2) gC ∋ X 7→ X ∈ D1; Xz(fψ(z)) = Xz(ez¯, ψ) = (ez¯,Xψ),
where
(4.3) Xz(fψ(z)) =
(
PX(z) +
∑
QiX(z)
∂
∂zi
)
fψ(z).
In [6, 7] we have advanced the hypothesis that for coherent state groups the holomorphic
functions P and Q in (4.3) are polynomials, i.e. A ⊂ A1 ⊂ D1.
In particular, the Jacobi algebra gJn admits a realization in the space D1 of holo-
morphic first order differential operators with polynomial coefficients, defined on the
Siegel-Jacobi ball DJn. The space of holomorphic functions on which the differential
operators act is the space denoted FK in Proposition 1. For explicit realization of the
representation [4, 5, 7], use is made of the formula Ad(expX) = exp(adX), i.e.
(4.4) AeX = eX(A− [X,A] +
1
2
[X, [X,A]] + . . . ),
In order to take into account the symmetry of the matrix W appearing in (3.6), we use
the derivation formula:
(4.5)
∂wij
∂wpq
= δipδjq + δiqδjp − δijδpqδip, wij = wji.
With (4.4) and taking into account the commutation relations (2.2), (2.7) and (2.8)
of the generators of the Jacobi algebra, we get the relations (4.6) (see also §2.4, 3.3 in
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[10], where χ has been omitted, and [49]):
a
†
kez,W =
∂
∂zk
ez,W , akez,W =
(
zk + wki
∂
∂zi
)
ez,W ;(4.6a)
K
0
klez,W =
(
kk
4
δkl +
zl
2
∂
∂zk
+ wli∇ik
)
ez,W , K
+
klez,W = ∇klez,W ;(4.6b)
K
−
klez,W =
[
kk + kl
4
wkl +
zkzl
2
+
1
2
(zlwik + zkwil)
∂
∂zi
+ wαlwki∇iα
]
ez,W .(4.6c)
Now we briefly recall some general considerations (for details see [6, 8] and Lemma
1 in [7]). For X ∈ g, let X.ez := Xzez. Then X .ez¯ = X z¯ez¯.
But (ez¯,X.ez¯′) = (X
†.ez¯, ez¯′) and finally, with equation (4.2), we have
(4.7) Xz¯′(ez¯, ez¯′) = X
†
z(ez¯, ez¯′)
Using (4.6) and the relation expressed in (4.7), we have
Lemma 1. The Jacobi algebra gJn admits a realization in the space D1 of differential
operators on DJn:
ak =
∂
∂zk
, a†k = zk + wki
∂
∂zi
;(4.8a)
K
0
kl =
kk
4
δkl +
zk
2
∂
∂zl
+ wki∇il, K
−
kl = ∇kl;(4.8b)
K
+
kl =
kk + kl
4
wkl +
zkzl
2
+
1
2
(zlwik + zkwil)
∂
∂zi
+ wαlwki∇iα.(4.8c)
In the formulae above, k, l = 1, . . . , n,wkl = wlk,
∂
∂wkl
= ∂
∂wkl
, and the dummy summa-
tion is on all indexes 1, . . . , n.
With the convention ∇ = (∇ij)i,j=1,...,n = (χij
∂
∂wij
)i,j=1,...,n, formulae (4.8) can be also
written as
a =
∂
∂z
, a† = z +W
∂
∂z
;(4.9a)
K
− = ∇W , K
0 =
k
4
+
1
2
∂
∂z
⊗ z +∇WW ;(4.9b)
K
+ =
W ′
4
+
1
2
z ⊗ z +
1
2
(W
∂
∂z
⊗ z + z ⊗
∂
∂z
W ) +W∇WW.(4.9c)
In (4.9) A ⊗ B denotes the Kronecker product of matrices, here (A ⊗ B)kl = akbl,
A = (ak), B = (bl), k = diag(k1, . . . , kn), w
′
kl = (kk + kl)wkl, k, l = 1, . . . , n.
We particularize the values of the operators given in Lemma 1 in the case of the
action of Sp(n,R)C on Dn and we have
Lemma 2. The algebra sp(n,R)C defined by the commutations relations (2.8) admits
the realization in differential operators on the Siegel ball Dn
(4.10) K0kl =
kk
4
δkl + wki∇il, K
−
kl = ∇kl, K
+
kl =
kk + kl
4
wkl + wαlwki∇iα.
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The generators of Sp(n,R)C have the hermiticity properties
(4.11) (K+)†kl = K
−
lk = K
−
kl, (K
0)†kl = K
0
lk
with respect to the scalar product ([10])
(4.12) (φ, ψ)FH = Λ
′
n
∫
1−WW¯>0
f¯φ(W )fψ(W )ρ dW,
where ki = k, i = 1, . . . , n in (3.8),
(4.13) ρ = det(In −WW¯ )
q, q = k
2
− n− 1
and Λ′n = J
−1
n (q), with Jn(p) given by (4.14), p > −1,
(4.14) Jn(p)=2
nπ
n(n+1)
2
n∏
i=1
Γ(2p+ 2i)
Γ(2p+ n+ i+ 1)
=
πn(n+1/2)
p+ n
n−1∏
i=1
Γ[2(i+ p− 1)]
(i+ p)Γ[i+ 2(p+ n− 1)]
.
Proof. Firstly we have to check up that the operators (4.10) verify the commutation
relations (2.8). This is a long calculation, based on the formula (4.5).
Then we verify the relation (K+klf, g)FH = (f,K
−
lkg)FH, which imposes to the repro-
ducing kernel ρ the condition
(4.15) (∇kl + qw¯kl − w¯kiw¯lj∇¯ij)ρ = 0.
The hermiticity condition (K0)†kl = K
0
lk of the operators given by the first formula
(4.10) with respect to the scalar product (4.12), with ρ given by (4.13), imposes to the
kernel function ρ the condition:
(4.16) (w¯kp∇¯lp − wlp∇kp)ρ = 0.
The conditions (4.15) and (4.16) are verified by the kernel (4.13) using the relation
(4.17)
∂
∂wik
A = (−2Xik +Xikδik)A, or ∇A = −X, where A = det(In −WW¯ ),
which implies
(4.18)
∂ρ
∂wab
= q(−2Xab+Xabδab)ρ, or∇ρ = −qXρ, whereX = X
t = W¯ (In−WW¯ )
−1.
Indeed, with (4.18), the condition (4.15) reads −X + W¯ + W¯X¯W¯ = 0, while (4.16)
reads (X¯W¯ )t = XW . The last two conditions are verified because of the symmetry of
the matrices X and W . 
Lemma 3. The pairs of operators a† and a, K+kl and K
−
kl, K
0
kl and K
0
lk are respectively
hermitian conjugate with respect the scalar product (3.19) for ki = k in (3.8).
Proof. We take the derivative of (3.15) with respect with zi and we find successively
∂F
∂zi
= z¯pMpi +
1
2
[(W¯M)iqzq + zp(W¯M)pi]
= [M tz¯ +
1
2
(W¯Mz + M¯W¯ z)]i
= [M t(z¯ + W¯ z)]i,
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and we introduce η =M(z +Wz¯), M = (In −WW¯ )
−1. We get
(4.19)
∂F
∂zi
= η¯i,
(4.20)
1
ρ1
∂ρ1
∂zi
= −η¯i.
We look for the derivative of ρ1 from (3.19) with respect to the wik, and we have
(4.21)
∂ρ1
∂wik
= (p
∂A
∂wik
−A
∂F
∂wik
)Ap−1 exp(−F ), where A = det(In −WW¯ ),
and
(4.22)
∂F
∂wik
= η¯iη¯k −
1
2
η¯iη¯kδik, or ∇F =
1
2
η¯ ⊗ η¯.
Indeed, with formula (4.5), we get
∂Mab
∂wik
= MaiXkb +MakXib −MaiXibδik,(4.23a)
∂Xab
∂wik
= XaiXbk +XakXib −XaiXibδik,(4.23b)
∂X¯ab
∂wik
= MaiMbk +MakMbi −MaiMbkδik.(4.23c)
In order to prove (4.23c), we use the fact that X¯ = MW , then we use (4.23a), (4.5),
and the formula In +XW = M¯ =M
t.
We write (3.15) as
2F = 2z¯tMz + ztXz + z¯tX¯z¯
and, with (4.23), we get
2
∂F
∂wik
= 2[(z¯tM)i(Xz)k + (z¯
tM)k(Xz)i − (z¯
tM)i(Xz)kδik]+
+(ztX)i(Xz)k + (z
tX)k(Xz)i − (z
tX)i(Xz)kδik+
+(z¯tM)i(z¯
tM)k + (z¯
tM)k(z¯
tM)i − (z¯
tM)i(z¯
tM)kδik.
Then we use twice the relations (z¯tM + ztX)t = η¯, and (4.22) get proved.
With (4.17) and (4.22), we have for (4.21) the expression
(4.24) −
1
ρ1
∂ρ1
∂wik
= p(2Xik −Xikδik) + η¯iη¯k −
1
2
η¯iη¯kδik, and−
1
ρ1
∇ρ1 = pX +
1
2
η¯⊗ η¯.
We have to verify (akf, g) = (f,a
†
kg) with respect to the scalar product (3.19), i.e.
∂F
∂z¯k
= zk + wki
∂F
∂zi
.
With (4.20), the last condition reads η = z +Wη¯, which is true.
In order to verify (K0klf, g) = (f,K
0
lkg) for the case ki = k in formula (3.8) with
respect to the scalar product (3.19), we use the differential action for K0kl in Lemma 1.
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If we denote the integrant in the second term by fkl, using (4.22), (4.24), (4.5) and the
formula z = η −Wη¯, we find
fkl
ρ1
=
p
2
δkl +
1
2
ηlη¯k + p(WM¯W¯ )lk,
and fkl = f¯lk, because the symmetry of the matrices W and X .
We also find for the integrant of (K−klf, g) = (f,K
+
klg) the common value [pX¯kl +
1
2
ηlηk]ρ1. 
5. The real Jacobi group GJn(R)
We consider the real Jacobi group GJn(R) = Sp(n,R)⋉Hn, where Hn is now the real
Heisenberg group of real dimension (2n + 1). Let g = (M,X, k), g′ = (M ′, X ′, k′) ∈
GJn(R), where X = (λ, µ) ∈ R
2n and (X, k) ∈ Hn. Then the composition law in G
J
n(R)
is
(5.1) gg′ = (MM ′, XM ′ +X ′, k + k′ +XM ′JX ′t).
We shall also consider the restricted real Jacobi group GJn(R)0, consisting only of ele-
ments of the form above, but g = (M,X).
We consider also the Siegel-Jacobi upper half plane XJn := Xn × R
2n, where Xn =
Sp(n,R)/U(n) is Siegel upper half plane realized as
Xn := {v ∈M(n,C)|v = s+ ir, s, r ∈ M(n,R), r > 0, s
t = s; rt = r}.
Let us consider an element h = (g, l) in GJn(R)0, i.e.
(5.2) g =
(
a b
c d
)
∈ Sp(n,R), l = (n,m) ∈ R2n,
and v ∈ Xn, u ∈ C
n ≡ R2n.
Now we consider the partial Cayley transform [10] Φ : XJn → D
J
n, Φ(v, u) = (W, z)
W = (v − iIn)(v + iIn)
−1,(5.3a)
z = 2i(v + iIn)
−1u,(5.3b)
with the inverse partial Cayley transform Φ−1 : DJn → X
J
n, Φ
−1(W, z) = (v, u)
v = i(In −W )
−1(In +W ),(5.4a)
u = (In −W )
−1z.(5.4b)
Let us now define Θ : GJn(R)0 → G
J
n, Θ(h) = h∗, h = (g, n,m), h∗ = (gC, α). We
shall verify that (see also [66, 12])
Proposition 2. Θ is an group isomorphism and the action of GJn on D
J
n is compatible
with the action of GJn(R)0 on X
J
n through the biholomorphic partial Cayley transform
(5.3), i.e. if Θ(h) = h∗, then Φh = h∗Φ. More exactly, if the action of G
J
n on D
J
n is
given by (3.9b), (3.9c), then the action of GJn(R)0 on X
J
n is given by (g, l) × (v, u) →
(v1, u1) ∈ X
J
n, where
v1 = (av + b)(cv + d)
−1 = (vct + dt)−1(vat + bt);(5.5a)
u1 = (vc
t + dt)−1(u+ vn+m).(5.5b)
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The matrices g in (5.2) and gC in (2.19) are related by (2.11), (2.13), while α = m+in,
m,n ∈ Rn.
Proof. We introduce for W in (3.9b) its expression from (5.3a), and we get
W1 = [(p+ q)v + i(q − p)][(q¯ + p¯)v + i(p¯− q¯)]
−1.
The expression of W1 is introduced in the inverse (5.4a) of (5.3a) for v1. Use is made
of (2.13) and the first equality in (5.5a) is obtained. The second one is a consequence
of the symmetry of v, and it can be directly checked up with equations (2.10).
For the second assertion, we start with (5.3b), 2iu1 = (v1 + iIn)z1, in which we
introduce the expression (3.9c) for z1. But with (5.4a), v1 + iIn = 2i(In −W1)
−1, so we
get
u1 = (In −W1)
−1(Wq∗ + p∗)[2i(v + iIn)
−1u+ α−Wα¯].
In the above expression we write W1 as function of W with the linear fractional trans-
form (3.9b) and express W as function of v with the Cayley transform (5.3a). We
replace α = m + in, m,n ∈ Rn, and express the matrix elements of gC in function of
the matrix elements of g via the relations (2.13) and we get also formula (5.5b). 
Proposition 3. The partial Cayley transform is a Ka¨hler homogeneous diffeomorfism,
Φ∗ωn = ω
′
n = ωn ◦Φ, i.e. under the transform (5.3), the Ka¨hler two-form (3.12) on D
J
n,
GJn-invariant under the action (3.9b), (3.9c), becomes the Ka¨hler two-form ω
′
n (5.6) on
XJn, G
J
n(R)0-invariant to the action (5.5)
−iω′n =
k
2
Tr(H ∧ H¯) +
2
i
Tr(GtD ∧ G¯), where
D = (v¯ − v)−1, H = D d v; G = d u− d vD(u¯− u).
(5.6)
Proof. The expression (5.6) was deduced firstly in [9]. Here we shortly indicate how
to check up the group invariance. We calculate only the second term in the sum (5.6)
because the first one is well known.
Differentiating (5.5b), we get
du1 = (vc
t + dt)−1[d u+ d v(cv + d)−1(dn− c(u+m))].
Now we calculate Ψ = (v1− v¯1)
−1(u1−u¯1). Starting from (5.5a) and taking into account
(2.10), we have
v1 − v¯1 = (v¯c
t + dt)−1(v − v¯)(cv + d)−1.
Using
(v¯ct + dt)(vct + dt)−1 − In = (v¯ − v)c
t(vct + dt)−1,
(v¯ct + dt)(vct + dt)−1v − v¯ = (v − v¯)[In + c
t(dt)−1v]−1,
we get
Ψ = dn− cm+ (cv + d)(v − v¯)−1[(v¯ct + dt)(vct + dt)−1u− u¯].
Taking into account (2.10a) in the differential of (5.5b), we get
d v1 = (vc
t + dt) d v(cv + d)−1,
and we find
G1 = (vc
t + dt)−1(d u+ d vΞ),
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where
Ξ = −(v − v¯)−1Y + (v − v¯)−1u¯,
Y = (v − v¯)(cv + d)−1c+ (v¯ct + dt)(vct + dt)−1.
Using relations of the type v(cv + d)−1c = (In + vd
−1c)−1vd−1c, it can be shown that
Y = In, and we get G1 = (vc
t+dt)−1G, and the invariance of the second term in formula
(5.6) is proved. Then the invariance of ω′n under the action of (5.5) follows. 
ω′n given by (5.6) is the “n”-dimensional generalization of Berndt-Ka¨hler two-form
ω′1. In §37 in [36] Ka¨hler calls X
J
1 Phasenraum der Materie, v is Pneuma, u is Soma.
5.1. Comparison with Yang’s results. J.-H. Yang [65]-[68] considers the Siegel-
Jacobi space of degree n and order m, Hn,m = Xn × C
mn, the Heisenberg group
H
(n,m)
R
= {(λ, µ, κ)|λ, µ ∈Mmn(R), κ ∈Mm(R)} ,
and the Jacobi group GJ = Sp(n,R)⋉H
(n,m)
R
, with the multiplication law
(M0, (λ0, µ0, κ0)) · (M, (λ, µ, κ)) = (M0M, (λ˜0 + λ, µ˜0 + µ, κ0 + κ+ λ˜0µ
t − µ˜0λ
t)),
where (λ˜0, µ˜0) = (λ0, µ0)M . G
J acts transitively on the Siegel-Jacobi space Hn,m by
(M, (λ, µ, κ))(Ω, Z) = (M ◦ Ω, (Z + λΩ+ µ)(CΩ+D)−1),
andGJ/KJ ∼= Hn,m is a nonreductive complex manifold, whereK
J = U(n)×Sym(n,R).
Now we identify (v, u) in our partial Cayley transform (5.5) with Yang’s partial Cayley
transform (11) in [67],
(5.7) Ω = i(In +W )(In −W )
−1;Z = 2iη(In −W )
−1;
(5.8) (v, u)↔ (Ω,
Zt
2i
) and (W, z)↔ (W, ηt).
Remark 2. The Ka¨hler two-form in the case m = 1 in Theorem 1 in [67] is the Ka¨hler
two-form on XJn (5.6), while the Ka¨hler two-form on D
J
n (3.12) is the corresponding one
given in Theorem 6 in [67].
Proof. We use also Yang’s notation Ω = X + iY ;Z = U + iV and we express our (5.6)
in Yang’s notation as
D = −
1
2i
Y −1; H = (−2iY )−1 dΩ; G =
dZt
2i
− dΩY −1V t,
−iw′n =
k
8
Tr(Y −1 dΩ ∧ Y −1 d Ω¯) +
1
8
Tr[(dZ − V Y −1 dΩ)Y −1 ∧ (d Z¯t − d Ω¯Y −1V t)],
−iw′n =
k
8
Tr(Y −1 dΩ ∧ Y −1 d Ω¯) +
1
8
Tr(dZY −1 ∧ d Z¯t) +
1
8
Tr(V Y −1 dΩY −1 ∧ d Ω¯Y −1V t)
−
1
8
Tr(dZY −1 ∧ d Ω¯Y −1V t)−
1
8
Tr(V Y −1 dΩY −1 ∧ d Z¯t).
The second term in the sum above reads
dZijY
−1
jk ∧ d Z¯
t
ki = Y
−1
kj dZji ∧ d Z¯ik = Tr(Y
−1 dZt ∧ d Z¯),
i.e. the corresponding term in Yang’s formula and similarly for the other 3 terms in the
sum. 
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6. The fundamental conjecture for the Siegel-Jacobi domains
Let us remind the fundamental conjecture for homogeneous Ka¨hler manifolds (Gin-
dikin -Vinberg): every homogenous Ka¨hler manifold is a holomorphic fiber bundle over
a homogenous bounded domain in which the fiber is the product of a flat homogenous
Ka¨hler manifold and a compact simply connected homogenous Ka¨hler manifold. The
compact case was considered by Wang [61]; Borel [21] and Matsushima [45] have con-
sidered the case of a transitive reductive group of automorphisms, while Gindikin and
Vinberg [60] considered a transitive automorphism group. We mention also the essential
contribution of Piatetski-Shapiro in this field [22]. The complex version, in the formu-
lation of Dorfmeister and Nakajima [24], essentially asserts that: every homogenous
Ka¨hler manifold, as a complex manifold, is the product of a compact simply connected
homogenous manifold (generalized flag manifold), a homogenous bounded domain, and
Cn/Γ, where Γ denotes a discrete subgroup of translations of Cn.
Proposition 4. Under the homogeneous Ka¨hler transform FC (6.1),
(6.1) Cn ×Dn ∋ (η,W )
FC
−−→ (z,W ) ∈ DJn, FC(η,W ) = (z,W ), z = η −Wη¯,
(6.2) FC−1 : η = (In −WW¯ )
−1(z +Wz¯).
the Ka¨hler two-form (3.12) on DJn, G
J
n-invariant to the action (3.9b), (3.9c), becomes
the Ka¨hler two-form on Dn × C
n, FC∗ωn = ωn,0,
(6.3) − iωn,0 =
k
2
Tr(B ∧ B¯) + Tr(d ηt ∧ d η¯),
invariant to the GJn-action on Dn × C
n, (g, α) · (η,W ) → (η1,W1), with W1 given in
(3.9c) and
(6.4) η1 = p(η + α) + q(η¯ + α¯).
Under the homogenous Ka¨hler transform
(6.5) FC−11 : η = (v¯ − iIn)(v¯ − v)
−1(v − iIn)[(v − iIn)
−1u− (v¯ − iIn)
−1u¯].
the Ka¨hler two-form (5.6) becomes a Ka¨hler two-form on Xn × C
n, FC∗1ω
′
n = ω
′
n,0,
(6.6) − iω′n,0 =
k
2
Tr(H ∧ H¯) + Tr(d ηt ∧ d η¯), H = (v¯ − v)−1 d v.
The inverse transform of (6.5) is
(6.7) FC1 : u =
1
2i
[(v + iIn)η − (v − iIn)η¯].
The Ka¨hler two-form (6.6) is invariant to the action GJn(R)0 on Xn × C
n, (g, α) ×
(v, η)→ (v1, η1), where g has the form (5.2), v1 is given by (5.5a), while
(6.8) η1 =
1
2
(η + α)[a+ d+ i(b− c)] +
1
2
(η¯ + α¯)[a− d− i(b+ c)].
Proof. Following [36], [26], we introduce the variables P,Q ∈ Rn such that u = vP +Q,
where (u, v) ∈ Cn ×Xn are local coordinates on the Siegel-Jacobi upper-half plane X
J
n.
Using (5.4b), we have
u = vP +Q = (In −WW¯ )
−1z
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and we introduce in formula above for v the expression given by (5.4a). We get z =
η −Wη¯, where η = P + iQ has appeared already in (3.9e) and (3.12). For A in (3.12)
we get A = d η −W d η¯. In (3.12), we make the transform (6.1). Also, from (6.1) and
(5.3a), we have (3.9e), i.e. (6.2).
We use the relation M − WM¯W¯ = In for the terms of the type d η
t
i ∧ d η¯j , the
symmetry of the matrices M¯W¯ for the terms of the type d η¯ti ∧ d η¯j and WM¯ for the
terms of the type d ηti ∧ d ηj , and we get for ωn,0 = ωn ◦ FC the expression given by
(6.3).
Now we calculate the action of GJn on C
n×Dn induced from the action (3.9b), (3.9c)
on DJn applying the FC transform (6.1). We want to find η1 from (6.2) with (W1, z1)
given by (3.9b), (3.9c),
(6.9) (In −W1W¯1)η1 = z1 +W1z¯1.
Firstly, with (2.20), we calculate the lhs of (6.9) as
(6.10) In −W1W¯1 = (Wq
∗ + p∗)−1(In −WW¯ )(qW¯ + p)
−1,
where p, q are components of the matrix g ∈ Sp(n,R)C as in (2.19).
Now we introduce the value
z1 = (Wq
∗ + p∗)−1[η + α−W (η¯ + α¯)],
in rhs of (6.9), and we write it as
z1 +W1z¯1 = (Wq
∗ + p∗)−1Y, where
Y = P(η + α) + Q(η¯ + α¯),
P = In − (q
t +Wpt)(W¯bt + at)−1W¯ ,
Q = −W + (qt +Wpt)(W¯bt + at)−1.
(6.11)
Using the successively the second relation in (2.20a), after an easy but long calculation,
we find
P = (In −WW¯ )(p+ qW¯ )p,
Q = (In −WW¯ )(p+ qW¯ )q.
(6.12)
Combining (6.11)-(6.12), we get for η1 the value given in (6.4).
In order to verify the invariance of the Ka¨hler two-form (6.3) to the action (6.4), we
have to check up that
(6.13) Tr(d ηt1 ∧ d η¯1) = Tr(d η
t ∧ d η¯),
which is true because of the first relation in (2.20b).
With (5.4a), we get
(6.14) (In −WW¯ )
−1 =
1
2i
(v¯ − iIn)(v¯ − v)
−1(v + iIn).
We introduce (6.14), (5.3b) and (5.3a) in (3.9e) and we get (6.5).
(6.7) is obtained introducing in (5.3b) the expression (6.1) with W given by (5.3a).
Finally, (6.8) is a consequence of (6.4) and (2.14). Alternatively, the invariance (6.13),
where η1 has the expression (6.8), can be checked up directly, taking into account that
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the matrices a, b, c, d appearing in (6.8) are the components of g ∈ Sp(n,R) as in (5.2),
and consequently verify the conditions (2.10). 
We recall that in the case n = 1, (6.6) appears in the paper [36] of Erich Ka¨hler as
equation (3) in §38.
Corollary 1. Under the FC-change of coordinates (6.1), x = η − V η¯, y = ξ −Wξ¯,
the reproducing kernel (3.13) becomes K = K ◦ FC,
K(η¯, V¯ ; ξ,W ) = (detU)k/2 expF, where
2F = F0 +∆F;
F0 = ξ¯
tξ + η¯tη − ξ¯tWξ¯ − ηtV¯ η,
∆F = (ζ¯ t − ζ tV¯ )U(ξ −Wξ¯) + (η¯t − ηtV¯ )U(−ζ +Wζ¯); ζ = η − ξ.
(6.15)
In particular, for ξ = η, V = W , we have ∆F = 0, and
(6.16) K = det(M)
k
2 exp(F), where F = η¯tη −
1
2
ηtW¯η −
1
2
η¯tWη¯,
and the scalar product (3.19) becomes
(φ, ψ) = Λn
∫
η∈Cn;In−WW¯>0
f¯φ(η,W )fψ(η,W )ρ2 d η dW,
ρ2 = det(In −WW¯ )
q exp(−F), q = k/2− n− 1,
(6.17)
with F given by (6.16).
Also we have the relation
−
∂F
∂wij
=
∂F
∂wij
= −η¯iη¯j +
1
2
η¯iη¯jδij , or ∇F = −∇F =
1
2
η¯ ⊗ η¯.
Proof. Formula (6.15) is obtained by brute force calculation, using the relation UWV¯ =
U − In.
In the expression (3.14), we make the change of variables (6.1), and we get easily the
expression of F given in (6.16).
In order to get the factor ρ2 in the expression (6.17), we firstly note that
(zt, z¯t) = (ηt, η¯t)
(
In −W¯
−W In
)
.
Now, we observe that if we have a linear transformation y = Cx of the column n-vectors
y and x, then
y1 ∧ · · · ∧ yn = det(C)x1 ∧ · · · ∧ xn.
We apply the formula
det
(
A B
C D
)
= detA det(D − CA−1B).

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7. Classical motion and quantum evolution on Siegel-Jacobi domains
Let M = G/H be a homogeneous manifold with the G-invariant Ka¨hler two-form
ω (3.3). The energy function H (the classical Hamiltonian, or the covariant symbol)
attached to the quantum Hamiltonian H is [16]
H(z, z¯) =< ez¯, ez¯ >
−1< ez¯|H|ez¯ > .
Passing on from the dynamical system problem in the Hilbert space H to the corre-
sponding one on M is called sometimes dequantization, and the dynamical system on
M is a classical one [4, 5]. Following Berezin [15, 17], the motion on the classical phase
space can be described by the local equations of motion
(7.1) z˙α = i {H, zα} , α ∈ ∆+,
where the Poisson bracket is defined as
{f, g} =
∑
α,β∈∆+
(G−1)α,β(
∂f
∂zα
·
∂g
∂z¯β
−
∂f
∂z¯α
·
∂g
∂zβ
),
f, g ∈ C∞(M) and (G−1)α,β are the matrix elements of the inverse of the matrix G
defined in (3.4).
The classical equations of motion (7.1) on the manifold M can be written down as
(7.2) i
(
On G
−G¯ On
)(
z˙
˙¯z
)
= −
(
∂/∂z
∂/∂z¯
)
H.
We consider an algebraic Hamiltonian linear in the generators Xλ of the group of
symmetry G
(7.3) H =
∑
λ∈∆
ǫλXλ,
and we also consider the associated operator H . The energy function associated to the
Hamiltonian (7.3) is
H(z, z¯) =
∑
λ∈∆
ǫλ
(ez¯,Xλez¯)
(ez¯, ez¯)
.
Suppose that Xλ ∈ D1, i.e. the differential action corresponding to the operator Xλ
in (7.3) can be expressed in a local system of coordinates as a holomorphic first order
differential operator with polynomial coefficients of the type (4.3)
(7.4) Xλ = Pλ +
∑
β∈∆+
Qλ,β∂β , λ ∈ ∆.
If Pλ, Qλ,β are the polynomials attached to the operator Xλ in (7.4), let P˜λ, Q˜λ,β be
the polynomials attached to the operator X†λ for the generator Xλ ∈ g appearing in
(7.3).
With (3.4), we get
∂H
∂z¯β
=
∑
λ,γ
ǫλQλ,γGγ,β,
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and the classical motion generated by the linear Hamiltonian (7.3) is given by the
equations of motion on M = G/H [4, 5]:
(7.5) iz˙α =
∑
λ∈∆
ǫλQλ,α, α ∈ ∆+.
Similarly, the equations of motion on M = G/H determined by a Hamiltonian
(7.6) H =
∑
λ∈∆
ǫλX
†
λ,
are
(7.7) i ˙˜zα =
∑
λ∈∆
ǫλQ˜λ,α, α ∈ ∆+.
We look also for the solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation attached to the Hamiltonian
H (7.3)
(7.8) Hψ = iψ˙, where ψ = eiϕ < ez, ez >
−1/2 ez¯.
Summarizing, in the conventions at the beginning of §4 and with the observation
(4.7), we formulate the following (see also [5], [52])
Proposition 5. On the homogenous manifold M = G/H on which the generators
Xλ ∈ g admit a holomorphic representation as in (7.4), the classical motion and the
quantum evolution generated by the linear Hamiltonian (7.3) are given by the same
equation of motion (7.5). The phase ϕ in (7.8) is given by the sum ϕ = ϕD+ϕB of the
dynamical and Berry phase,
ϕD = −
∫ t
0
H(t) d t, where(7.9a)
H(t) =
∑
λ∈∆
ǫλ
(ez¯,Xλez¯)
(ez¯, ez¯)
(7.9b)
=
∑
λ∈∆
ǫλ(P˜λ +
∑
β∈∆+
Q˜λ,β∂β ln < ez, ez >)(7.9c)
=
∑
λ∈∆
ǫλP˜λ + i
∑
β∈∆+
˙˜zβ∂β ln < ez¯, ez¯ > ;(7.9d)
ϕB = −ℑ
∫ t
0
< ez¯, ez¯ >
−1< ez¯| d |ez¯ >(7.9e)
=
i
2
∫ t
0
∑
α∈∆+
(z˙α∂α − ˙¯zα∂¯α) ln < ez¯, ez¯ > .
7.1. Equations of motion. Now we consider a Hamiltonian linear in the generators
of the group GJn
(7.10) H = ǫiai + ǫia
†
i + ǫ
0
ijK
0
ij + ǫ
−
ijK
−
ij + ǫ
+
ijK
+
ij .
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The hermiticity condition imposes to the matrices of coefficients ǫ0,± = (ǫ
0,±)i,j=1,...,n
the restrictions
(7.11) ǫ†0 = ǫ0; ǫ− = ǫ
t
−; ǫ+ = ǫ
t
+; ǫ
†
+ = ǫ−.
It is useful to introduce the matrices m,n, p, q ∈ M(n,R) such that
(7.12) ǫ− = m+ in, ǫ
t
0/2 = p+ iq; p
t = p;mt = m;nt = n; qt = −q.
We shall describe the dynamics on the Siegel-Jacobi ball (space) DJn (respectively,
XJn) determined by the linear Hamiltonian (7.10), (7.11) and study the effect of the
FC (FC1) transform on the equations of motion. We introduce some notation. Let
W ∈ M(n,C) be coordinates on a homogenous manifolds M = G/H - below M will
be one of the Siegel-Jacobi domains Dn or Xn - and let z ∈ C
n. We consider a matrix
Riccati equation on the manifold M and a linear differential equation in z
W˙ = AW +WD +B +WCW, A,B, C,D ∈M(n,C);(7.13a)
z˙ =M +Nz; M = E +WF ; N = A +WC, E, F ∈ Cn.(7.13b)
Proposition 6. The classical motion and quantum evolution generated by the linear
hermitian Hamiltonian (7.10), (7.11) are described by first order differential equations:
a) on DJn, (z,W ) ∈ C
n ×Dn verifies (7.13), with coefficients
Ac = −
i
2
ǫt0, Bc = −iǫ−, Cc = −iǫ+, Dc = A
t
c;(7.14a)
Ec = −iǫ, Fc = −iǫ¯.(7.14b)
b) on XJn, (u, v) ∈ C
n × Xn, verifies (7.13), with coefficients
Ar = n+ q, Br = m− p, Cr = −(m+ p), Dr = n− q;(7.15a)
Er = ℑǫ;Fr = −ℜǫ.(7.15b)
c) under the FC transform (6.1), the differential equations in the variables η ∈ Cn,
W ∈ Dn become independent: W verifies (7.13a) with coefficients (7.14a) and η verifies
(7.16) iη˙ = ǫ+ ǫ−η¯ +
1
2
ǫt0η, η ∈ C
n.
d) under the FC1 transform, the equations in the variables η ∈ C
n, v ∈ Xn become
independent: η verifies (7.16), while v verifies (7.13a) with coefficients (7.15a).
Proof. Firstly, we proof (7.14). With (4.8a) in Lemma 1, we get from (7.5) the equations
of motion for z ∈ Cn:
iz˙α = ǫiδiα + ǫ¯iwiα +
ǫ+kl
2
(zkwil + zlwik)δiα +
1
2
ǫ0klzkδlα.
The equations of motion (7.5) for wpq, W = (wpq)p,q=1,...,n, can be written down as
iw˙pq = ǫklQkl,pq.
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With (4.8b), (4.8c) in Lemma 1 and (4.5), we have for Qkl,pq-s the expressions:
K
0
kl → Q
0
kl,pq = wkpχplδlq + wkqχqlδlp − wklδqpδlp,
K
+
kl → Q
+
kl,pq = wqkwplχpq + wpkwqlχqp − wpkwplδpq,
K
−
kl → Q
−
kl,pq = χkl(δkpδlq + δkqδlp − δklδpqδkp).
Explicitly, the differential equations for (W, z) ∈ DJn are
iW˙ = ǫ− + (Wǫ0)
s +Wǫ+W, W ∈ Dn,(7.17a)
iz˙ = ǫ+Wǫ+
1
2
ǫt0z +Wǫ+z, z ∈ C
n,(7.17b)
and we have proved a).
Now we prove b). Firstly, we prove (7.15a).
With the Cayley transform (5.3a), we find for W˙ the value
2i(v + iIn)
−1v˙(v + iIn)
−1 = AcW +WDc +Bc +WCcW.
In the expression above we replace the value of W as function of v as given by (5.3a),
and we find a matrix Riccati equation on Xn in v of the form (7.13a), where the matrix
coefficients Ar-Dr ∈M(n,R) are expressed in function of the coefficients Ac-Dc as
Ar =
1
2
(Ac −Dc +Bc − Cc), Br =
1
2i
(Ac +Dc −Bc − Cc),
Cr =
1
2i
(Ac +Dc +Bc + Cc), Dr =
1
2
(−Ac +Dc +Bc − Cc).
(7.18)
With (7.12), we find the values given by (7.15a).
Now we proof (7.15b). We differentiate (5.3b) and, with (7.14b), we get successively
−2u˙ = v˙(iz) + (v + iIn)(iz˙)
= −2v˙(v + iIn)
−1u+ (v + iIn)×
× {ǫ+ (v + iIn)
−1(v − iIn)ǫ¯+ [
ǫt0
2
+ (v + iIn)
−1(v − iIn)ǫ+]2i(v + iIn)
−1}u
= (v + iIn)ǫ+ (v − iIn)ǫ¯+ T (v + iIn)
−1u,
where
T = −2v˙ + i(v + iIn)ǫ
t
0 + 2i(v − iIn)ǫ+.
With (7.15a) we get for T the value
T = [v(ǫs0 +ǫ+ + ǫ−) + i(−ǫ
a
0 + ǫ− − ǫ+)](v + iIn),
and we obtain (7.15b). Explicitly, b) can be write down as
−2v˙ = ǫs0 −(ǫ− + ǫ+) + iv(ǫ
a
0 + ǫ− − ǫ+)+(7.19a)
i(−ǫa0 + ǫ− − ǫ+)v + v(ǫ
s
0 + ǫ− + ǫ+)v;
−2u˙ =v(ǫ+ ǫ¯) + i(ǫ−ǫ¯) + [v(ǫs0 +ǫ+ + ǫ−) + i(−ǫ
s
0 + ǫ− − ǫ+)]u.(7.19b)
Below we prove (7.16). We take the derivative of η in the FC−1 transform (6.2), and
we get
η˙ = (In −WW¯ )
−1(W˙ W¯ +W ˙¯W )η + (In −WW¯ )
−1(z˙ + W˙ z¯ +W ˙¯z).
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Then we introduce for W˙ and z˙ the values from (7.17a) and respectively (7.17b) and
we pass from z to η with (6.1):
i(In −WW¯ )η˙ = {[ǫ− + (Wǫ0)
s +Wǫ+W ]W¯ −W [ǫ¯− + (W¯ ǫ¯0)
s + W¯ ǫ¯+W¯ ]}η+
[ǫ− + (Wǫ0)
s +Wǫ+W ](η¯ − W¯η)−W [ǫ¯+ W¯ ǫ+ (
ǫ¯t0
2
+ W¯ ǫ¯+)(η¯ − W¯η)]+
ǫ+Wǫ¯+ (
ǫt0
2
+Wǫ+)(η −Wη¯).
We calculate the coefficient of η as 1
2
(In −WW¯ )ǫ
t
0, those of η¯ is (In −WW¯ )ǫ−, and we
get (7.16).
In order to avoid the longer calculation of introducing (7.15b) in (6.5), the motion in
(η, v) ∈ (Cn,Xn) at d) is obtained putting together (7.16) and (7.15a). 
Note that starting with the Hamiltonian (7.10), linear in the generators of the Jacobi
group GJn, the equation of motion (7.14a) ( (7.15a)) on the Siegel ball Dn (Siegel up-
per half plane Xn) depends only on the generators of de group Sp(n,R)C(respectively,
Sp(n,R)).
7.2. Solution of the equations of motion. We solve the system of differential equa-
tions on the Siegel-Jacobi domains appearing in Proposition 6.
a. Firstly, we recall how to solve the matrix Riccati equation (7.13a) by linea-
rization. If we proceed to the homogenous coordinates W = XY −1, X, Y ∈M(n,C), a
linear system of ordinary differential equations is attached to the matrix Riccati equation
(7.13a) (cf. [42], see also [5])
(7.20)
(
X˙
Y˙
)
= h
(
X
Y
)
, h =
(
A B
−C −D
)
.
Every solution of (7.20) is a solution of (7.13a), whenever det(Y ) 6= 0.
For the motion on Dn, the matrix elements of h in (7.20), denoted hc, are given in
(7.14a), and the linear system of differential equations attached to the matrix Riccati
equation (7.17a) is
(7.21)
(
X˙
Y˙
)
= hc
(
X
Y
)
, hc =
(
−i( ǫ0
2
)t −iǫ−
iǫ+ i
ǫ0
2
)
, W = X/Y ∈ Dn.
Due to the conditions (7.11), the matrix hc has the form (2.15), and we conclude that
hc ∈ sp(n,R)C. The action of the element g ∈ Sp(n,R)C (2.19) on W ∈ Dn is given by
the linear fractional transformation (3.9b).
Now we look at the matrix Riccati equation (7.13a) on the Siegel upper half plane
Xn in the symmetric variables v with coefficients Ar−Dr given by (7.18) – or equation
(7.19a). We associate to the matrix Riccati equation (7.19a) a linear system of first
order differential equations of the type (7.20) with a matrix coefficients hr
(7.22)
(
X˙
Y˙
)
=hr
(
X
Y
)
, hr=
(
Ar Br
−Cr −Dr
)
=
(
n+ q m− p
m+ p −n+ q
)
,v = X/Y ∈ Xn.
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Due to the hermiticity conditions (7.11), the matrix hr verifies the conditions (2.9),
because of (7.18), and we see that hr ∈ sp(n,R). The matrices hr and hc are related by
relations of the type (2.16), (2.17), i.e. hc = (hr)C and have the same eigenvalues.
Using general considerations of solving systems of first order linear differential equa-
tions [31] applied to sp(n,R) [46] and the considerations above, we formulate
Remark 3. The linear system of first order differential equations (7.21) ( (7.22)) as-
sociated to the matrix Riccati equations (7.17a) ( (7.19a)) on Dn (Xn) describes the
time-dependent vector field induced by the infinitesimal action of the group Sp(n,R)C
(respectively, Sp(n,R)). (7.21) ( (7.22)) is a linear Hamiltonian system in the mean-
ing of Meyer [46] or a canonical system in the sense of Yakulovich [63] (Hamiltonian
system) (respectively, in the sense Yakulovich [63]) and hc = (hr)C.
The infinitesimal group action of sp(n,R)C (respectively, sp(n,R)) is given by the Lie
algebras homomorphism
(7.23) νc : sp(n,R)C → Ham(Dn), νr : sp(n,R)→ Ham(Xn).
The infinitesimal group action associated to (7.20) is given by
(7.24) ν
(
A B
−C −D
)
= −(B + AZ + ZD + ZCZ)im
∂
∂wim
.
Let
(7.25) U(t, t0) =
(
U1(t, t0) U2(t, t0)
U3(t, t0) U4(t, t0)
)
be the fundamental matrix of the ordinary differential equation (7.20), i.e. U˙ = hU
such that U(t0, t0) = 1, where h = hc (h = hr) for the motion on Dn (respectively, Xn).
Then the fundamental solution Uc(t, t0) (Ur(t, t0)) corresponding to h = hc (h = hr) is
a Sp(n,R)C (respectively Sp(n,R))-matrix and
W (t, t0) = [U1(t, t0)W (t0) + U2(t, t0)][U3(t, t0)W (t0) + U4(t, t0)]
−1
is the solution of equation (7.13a) with the initial condition W (t0, t0) = W (t0).
For selfcontainedness, we recall the terminology used in Remark 3. The systems
of linear ordinary differential equations z˙ = Az, A ∈ sp(n,R) appear in the context
of linear Hamiltonian systems [46]. The eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian matrices are
described in Remark 1 e). The Hamiltonian equations can be written as the system of
ordinary differential equations
(7.26) z˙ = J∇H,
where zt = (qt, pt), q, p ∈ Rn, H = H(t, q, p) is the Hamiltonian, and here∇H=( ∂H
∂z1
,. . . ,
∂H
∂z2n
). The Hamiltonian system (7.26) is called a Hamiltonian linear system (cf [46],
also called canonical, cf [63] p. 110), if the Hamiltonian H has the form
(7.27) H =
1
2
ztSz, S ∈M(2n,R), S = St,
and the system (7.26) is written as the system of linear ordinary differential equations
(7.28) z˙ = JSz = Az, A ∈ sp(n,R), S = St.
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The equation z˙ = Az, A ∈ sp(n,R)C, where A is expressed as in (2.18), is also called
Hamiltonian, cf. [63] p. 111.
b. Now we discuss the linear system of the type (7.28) associated to the matrix
Riccati equation (7.19a) in the case of T -periodic coefficients. Let ∆(t) be the
fundamental solution of the equation (7.28) with periodic coefficients such ∆(0) = I2n.
Then ∆(t + T ) = ∆(t)∆(T ), ∀t ∈ R. We take over Floquet-Lyapunov Theorem and
Krein Gel’fand Theorem, (cf. Proposition 4.2.1, Theorem 3.4.2 and Corollary 3.4.1 in
[46]; see also Ch II in [63]), which we formulate as:
Remark 4. The monodromy matrix ∆(T ) is a nonsingular, symplectic matrix. The
fundamental matrix solution of Hamiltonian equation (7.28) that satisfies ∆(0) = I2n
is of the form ∆(t) = X(t) exp(Kt), where X(t) is symplectic and T -periodic and K
is Hamiltonian. Real X(t) and K can be found by taking X(t) to be 2T -periodic if
necessary. The change of variables z = X(t)w transforms the periodic Hamiltonian
system (7.28) to the constant Hamiltonian system
(7.29) w˙ = Kw, K ∈ sp(n,R).
The linear autonomous Hamiltonian system (7.29) is stable iff: (i) K it has only pure
imaginary eigenvalues and (ii) K is diagonalizable (over the complex numbers).
The system (7.29) is parametrically stable if and only if: (i) All the eigenvalues of K
are pure imaginary ±iαi; (ii) K is nonsingular; (iii) The matrix K is diagonalizable
over the complex numbers; (iv) The restriction of the Hamiltonian H to the linear space
generated by ±iαj is positive or negative definite for each j.
c. Let us discuss the solution of the matrix Riccati equation (7.13a) in the
case of constant coefficients. Let λ1, . . . , λ2n be the eigenvalues of characteristic
equation associated to the matrix h defined in (7.20)
(7.30) det(h− λI2n) = 0.
Let
(7.31) Λ =
(
Λ1 0
0 Λ2
)
,
where Λ1 (Λ2) is a diagonal matrix with entries λi, i = 1, . . . , n (respectively, i =
n + 1, . . . , 2n).
Let us suppose that the matrix h has a simple structure (cf. Ch. III in [29] or h
has simple elementary divisors cf. [63]) and let V be the fundamental matrix [29] of h
(7.20), i.e.
(7.32) V h = ΛV.
Let us consider a partition of V into block form
(7.33) V =
(
V1 V2
V3 V4,
)
,
where Vi, i = 1, . . . , 4 ∈M(n,C).
Let Q = Q(W,A,B,C,D) the matrix which appears in the rhs of (7.13a), and let us
denote by Q0 the value of Q at W0 =W (t = 0).
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Remark 5. The autonomous linear system (7.20) associated to the matrix Riccati equa-
tion (7.13a) has the standard solution
(7.34)
(
X
Y
)
= eth
(
X0
Y0
)
.
The solution W of the matrix Riccati equation (7.13a) has the Taylor expansion
W (t) = W0 + tQ0 +
t2
2
[(A+W0C)Q0 +Q0(D + CW0)] + . . . .
If the matrix h (7.20) has a simple structure, then the solution of the matrix Riccati
equation (7.13a) with constant coefficients with the initial condition W (0) = W0 is
W = (V1 −W
′V3)
−1(W ′V4 − V2),(7.35a)
W ′ = W ′(t,W ′0) = e
tΛ1W ′0e
−tΛ2 ,(7.35b)
W ′0 = (V1W0 + V2)(V3W0 + V4)
−1.(7.35c)
Closed paths on the Siegel ball Dn (W (T ) = W (0)) can be obtained if the imaginary
eigenvalues λi of the matrix h are rationally commensurable and different and T is the
least common multiple of 2π|λm − λi|, i = 1, . . . , n, m = n + 1, . . . , 2n.
Suppose now we are in the case when the autonomous Hamiltonian system (7.21) is
stable: the matrix hr has 2n purely imaginary distinct eigenvalues and the matrix hr
can be put in the form
(7.36) hr =
(
On d
−d On
)
, d = diag(α1, . . . , αn).
Correspondingly, in (7.31) we get
(7.37) Λ1 = id, Λ2 = −id
which have to be introduced in (7.35) for the motion on Xn in the case of the constant
coefficients in (7.15a).
We also are in the case where the matrix hc has 2n distinct pure imaginary eigenvalues
and hc can be put into the form
(7.38) hc =
(
id On
On −id
)
, d = diag(α1, . . . , αn),
with the same eigenvalues as in (7.37).
Proof. As was mentioned in Remark 3 a), the linear system of first order differential
equations (7.20) is associated with the matrix Riccati equation (7.13a). A solution to
(7.20) projects to a solution to (7.13a) via the map Ψ(X, Y ) = XY −1. The autonomous
linear system (7.20) has the standard solution (7.34) [31]. We recall that if A ∈M(n,F),
(F = R or C) has the minimal polynomial ψ(λ) = (λ− λ1)
m1(λ− λ2)
m2 · · · (λ− λs)
ms,
where λ1, . . . , λs are characteristic roots of A, then
eAt =
s∑
k=1
[Zk1 + Zk2t+ · · ·+ Zkmkt
mk−1]eλkt.
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The matrices Zkj are completely determined by A [29]. In particular, if the minimal
polynomial has only simple roots, the Lagrange-Sylvester interpolation formula gives
for A ∈M(n,C) [29]
eAt =
n∑
k=1
(A− λ1In) · · · (A− λk−1In) · · · (A− λk+1In) · · · (A− λnIn)
(λk − λ1) · · · (λk − λk−1) · · · (λk − λk+1) · · · (λk − λn)
eλkt.
In the situation of Remark 4, we diagonalize the matrix h via (7.32) and we make a
change of variables
(7.39)
(
X ′
Y ′
)
=
(
V1 V2
V3 V4
)(
X
Y
)
.
The system (7.20) in the new variables reads
X˙ ′ = Λ1X
′; Y˙ ′ = Λ1Y
′,
with the solution
X ′ = etΛ1X ′0; Y
′ = etΛ2Y ′0 .
We calculate W ′ = X ′Y ′−1 and get the expression (7.35b), then we calculate W ′0 =
X ′0(Y
′
0)
−1 and we obtain (7.35c), and finally, the equation (7.35a). In the situation of
Remark 4, Λ1 = id, Λ2 = −id.
The assumption contained in (7.36) with the consequence (7.37) is expressed in
Proposition 3.1.18 in [1] and (7.38) appears in Remark 1, e). Then we apply the
transform (2.11) and the assertion for sp(n,R)C follows. 
d. Finally, we discuss how to solve the decoupled system at c) in Proposition
6. In (7.16) we introduce η = ξ − iζ, ξ, ζ ∈ Rn, we put ǫ = b+ ia, where a, b ∈ Rn. The
first order complex differential equation equation (7.16) is equivalent with a system of
first order real differential equations with real coefficients, which we write as
(7.40) Z˙ = hrZ + F, Z =
(
ξ
ζ
)
, F =
(
a
b
)
.
Because of (7.11), the matrices p,m, n are symmetric, while q is antisymmetric, as
in (7.12). This means that the matrix hr has the form (2.9), i.e. hr ∈ sp(n,R),
as was already underlined in Remark 3. With general considerations on solving first
order linear systems of nonhomogenous equations [31] particularized to the case of
Hamiltonian matrices [46], we get
Remark 6. Let ∆(t, t0) be the fundamental solution of the homogeneous equation
Z˙ = hrZ associated with (7.40), where hr ∈ sp(n,R). The fundamental matrix so-
lution ∆(t, t0) of the linear Hamiltonian system is symplectic. The solution of the
inhomogeneous equation (7.40) is
Z(t) = ∆(t, t0)Z(t0) +
∫ t
t0
∆(t, τ)F (τ) d τ.
In the case of constant coefficients, the solution of (7.40) is
Z = ehr(t−t0)Z0 +
∫ t
t0
ehr(t−τ)F (τ) d τ.
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So, solving the equation (7.40), we find η = ξ− iζ , and we find the solution of (7.16).
The solution of (7.13b) with coefficients (7.15), i.e. (7.17b), is obtained via the FC
transform z = η −Wη¯.
8. Phases
8.1. Berry phase for DJn. Formula (7.9e) for the Berry phase on the Siegel-Jacobi
ball DJn in the variables (W, z) ∈ Dn × C
n reads:
2
i
dϕB = (
∑
dwij
∂
∂wij
− cc)f + (
∑
d zi
∂
∂zi
− cc)f,
where (X − cc) means (X − X¯). Above f is the Ka¨hler potential (3.11) written as
f = −
k
2
log(det(In −WW¯ )) + F.
With (4.19), (4.22) and (4.17), we have
∂f
∂zi
= η¯i,(8.1a)
∂f
∂wik
=
k
2
(2Xik −Xikδik) + η¯iη¯k −
1
2
η¯iη¯kδik, or ∇f =
1
2
(kX + η¯ ⊗ η¯).(8.1b)
With the FC-transform (6.1) zi = ηi − wij η¯j , we find
Remark 7. The Berry phase on the Siegel-Jacobi ball DJn is expressed in the variables
(W, η) ∈ Dn × C
n as
2
i
dϕB = {[
∑ k
2
(2Xij −Xijδij)−
1
2
η¯iη¯jδij ] dwij − cc}+ [(η¯i + w¯ijηj) d ηi − cc]
= {
k
2
[2Tr(X dW )− Tr(diag(X)diag(dW ))]−
1
2
η¯tdiag(dW )η¯ − cc}
+ [d η¯t(η¯ + W¯η)− cc].
8.2. Dynamical phase. We calculate the energy function attached to the Hamiltonian
(7.10) using the formula (7.9b). We write down H = H1 +H2, where H1 is the first
term H1 =
∑
λ∈∆ ǫλP˜λ in (7.9c), while H2 is the rest in (7.9c), which corresponds to
i
∑
β∈∆+
˙˜zβ∂βf , but we prefer the brute force calculation with the formulae (4.6). With
(4.6) and (8.1a), we get
(8.2) H1 = ǫ
tz +
k
4
Tr(ǫ0) +
k
2
Tr(ǫ−W ) +
1
2
ztǫ−z.
For H2, we get with (4.6)
H2 = ǫ
tWη¯ + ǫ¯tη¯ +
1
2
ztǫt0η¯ + z
tǫ−Wη¯ +H3,(8.3a)
H3 = (ǫ
0
klwli∇ik + ǫ
+
kl∇kl + ǫ
−
klwαlwki∇iα)f,(8.3b)
where ∇f has the value (8.1b).
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Let us denote by Λ = Λ(W, ǫ−, ǫ+, ǫ0) the matrix appearing in the rhs of (7.17a), i.e.
Λ = iQ. We get
(8.4) H3 =
1
2
[kTr(Λ˜X)+ η¯tΛ˜η¯], where Λ˜ = Λ(W, ǫ+, ǫ−, ǫ
t
0) = ǫ++(ǫ0W )
s+Wǫ−W.
Now we apply the FC-transform (6.1) in (8.2) and (8.3) and we express the energy
function as sum of two separated terms in the independent variables η ∈ Cn and
W ∈ Dn
H = Hη +Hw,(8.5a)
Hη = ǫ
tη + ǫ¯tη¯ +
1
2
(ηtǫ−η + η¯
tǫ+η¯ + η¯
tǫ0η),(8.5b)
Hw =
k
2
Tr{(ǫ0)
s + [Wǫ− + ǫ+W¯ + (ǫ0W )
sW¯ ](In −WW¯ )
−1}.(8.5c)
We calculate the critical points of the energy function (8.5) attached to linear hermitian
Hamiltonian (7.10). We get
∇Hw = 2(In − W¯W )
−1 ¯˜Λ(In −WW¯ )
−1,(8.6a)
∂Hη
∂η
= ǫ+ ǫ−η +
1
2
ǫt0η¯.(8.6b)
We have proved
Remark 8. The energy function in the variables (η,W ) ∈ Cn × Dn attached to the
linear hermitian Hamiltonian (7.10) is given by (8.5). The critical points Wc of the
energy functions (8.5) are the solutions of the algebraic matrix Riccati equations ¯˜Λ = 0,
i. e. the solutions of the equation W˙ = 0 in (7.17a). The critical value ηc corresponds
to the solution ξ˙ = 0 , −ζ˙ = 0 in (7.40).
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